
entire ensemble is affected immediately. In the steady state, how- 
ever, only a portion of the molecules are in the signal generating 
portion of the photocycle. 
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The effect of aging of the bR is not revealed in our experiments. 
This is because the photoexdation has a wavelength (632nm) that 
is significantly different from the absorption peak wavelength 
(570nm) of the bR molecule. This results in a small absorption by 
the bR film and a small number of molecules being converted to 
the M photoinkmediate state, which does not seriously lower the 
lotdl available population of the bR ground stale. 
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SAR interferometric phase noise reduction 
using wavelet transform 

C.L. Martinez, X.F. CBiiovas and M. Chandra 

The problem of synthetic aperture radar interferometric phase 
noisc rcduction is addressed. A new technique based 011 discrctc 
wavelet transfoiin is presented. This technique guarantees high 
resolution phase estimation without using phasc image 
scpentation. Arcas containing only noise ai-e hardly processed. 
Tests with synthetic and real interferograms are reported. 

Introduction: Synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) has  
been successfully applied to obtain topographic information of the 
earth’s surface. Interferograms are fomied multiplying a synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) image by the complex conjugate of a second 
SAR inrage taken from a slightly different position. The phase of 
the interferogram at each point is then proportional to its topo- 
graphic height. Interferometric phase is wrapped in a 271 modulus 
making it necessary to unwrap the phase to derive topographic 
infomiation. The degree of coherence between SAR images deter- 
mines interferometric phase quality. Factors such as system noise, 
terrain decorrelation (non-simultaneous surveys), image misregis- 
tration, geometric decorrelation, act as noise sources. The princi- 
pal effect of phase noise are residues (phase points with nonzero 
rotational), as they make the unwrapping process dependent on 
the path through which the phase is integrated. 

To facilitate unwrapping the interferometric phase, it is neces- 
sary to remove phase noise. As coherence varies across phase 
image, phase noise is a non-stationary process. Therefore, any 
kind of phase noise reduction algorithm has to take into account 
this non-stationarity. A common way to reduce phase noise is to 
make use of a coherent averaging or multilook filter. Unfortu- 
nately, noise reduction is achieved at the expense of spatial resolu- 
tion. Other existing techniques always make use of some kind of 
phase windowing to process it locally. For example, the technique 
presented in [l] despite outperforming a mean filter, also applies a 
windowing segmentation process. 

In this Letter, we present a new technique to remove SAR inter- 
ferometric phase noise. This technique is based on discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) [2]. The purpose of using DWT is to avoid a 
phase windowing process, perfom~ng a local phase analysis, and 
therefore, achieving phase noise reduction within the wavelet 
domain. The algorithm is not based on coefficient thresholding, as 
we have observed that these techniques present poor results in low 
coherence areas. The technique also minimises the loss of resolu- 
tion suffered by techniques using the DWT duality property [2]; in 
addition, it does not require previous phase unwrapping. 
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Princble of operation: To maintain phase jumps, which contain 
information for phase unwrapping, interferometric phase is proc- 
essed in the complex plane: 

tj = arg{T*(eJ*)} = arg{Td;(R(c”)) + j  . T ~ / , ( S ( ~ $ ’ ) ) , )  
(1) 

where y~ and f~ are original and estimated interferometric phases. 
T,,,(.) represents the noise reduction process in the complex plane. 
DWT. using Daubechie’s orthogonal wavelet filters, is applied to 
the real and imaginary parts of the interferometric phase. In the 
wavelet domain, a complex wavelet coefficient: C,,, is defined, the 
amplitude and phase of which can be written as: 

lc?‘21 = IDT.t’T,{sR(eJ’i’)} + j  .Drvz;,(3(e’*)}I (2 )  

arg{C,} = arg{DIVT,(R(eJ*)) + j . D1.liTrL(S(eJ@))} 

where n indicates the number of scales of the DWT. Phase 
(eqn. 3) can be defmed as a wavelet intcrferometric phase. This 
phase has the same information as the interferometric phase y ~ ,  
but split in the wavelet scales. The amplitude values (eqn. 2) 
depend on sigma1 and noise content, being inversely proportional 
to the noise content. Interferometric noise can be reduccd, 
decreasing the effect of complex wavelet coefficients with low 
amplitude (eqn. 2). 

Complex wavelet coefficients at different scales and giving 
infomation about the same area in the original image, can be 
related using hierarchical relationships between these scales [3]. 
Due to interferometric phase properties, wavelet complex coeff- 
cients at low frequency scales are dominated by useful informa- 
tion, whereas thosc located at high frequency scales are dominated 
by noise, i.e. there is a signal concentration at low frequency 
scales. Wavelet hierarchies are defined over IC,,l, and then a signal 
model is defined within each hierarchy by taking the coefficient 
with the m a x i ”  value, c,,, as the useful signal, the remaindcr 
being considered as noise. Noise standard deviation a, is calcu- 
lated from the highest frequency scale coefficients. Then, for each 
hierarchy, a reduction parameter is defined as 

( 3 )  

(4) 

Results: To test the proposed technique, synthetic and real inter- 
ferograms havc been used. An X-band interferogram of Mount 
Etna, taken with the German E-SAR, was employed. Synthetic 
interferograms of a ramp of 512 x 512 pixels, contaminated with 
phase noise covering the coherence range from 0.1 to 0.95, have 
been simulated. Fig. 1 shows a detailed image (150 x 150 pixels), 
making it evident that the proposed algorithm does not create 
artifacts in the processed image. Fig. 2 shows numerical results 
(using synthetic interferograms) obtained with the proposed algo- 
rithm and with a multilook filter using a 5 x 5 pixels window. For 
coherences greater than 0.45. thc proposcd algorithm outperforms 
the multilook phase filter. For lower coherences (areas with 
almost only noisc), despite obtaining worse numerical results than 
the multilook filter, the proposed algorithm has the advantage 
that il hardly alters these areas, avoiding the creation of artifacts 
or ghost fringes, while maintaining the original resolution. 
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and denoised interferometric phase 

where a is an adjustment constant (equal for the whole iniage).fird 
will depend on signal content, the higher this content the lower its 
value. Asfred will be applied only over IC,”l to those coeffcients 
considered as noise (i.e. coefficients with low amplitude) the effect 
is to reduce the amplitude of noise coefficients in areas with a sig- 
nal, and without significantly altering areas dominated by noise. 
However, since the real and imaginary parts of the transfomied 
phase are processed by the same amount, the relation is main- 
tained, with the consequence that phase is maintained. The result 
is that the phase of low amplitude coefficients (noise coefficients) 
will not be incorporated in the inverse transfonnation process, 
thereby reducing their contribution to the recovered phase. This 
reduction will be performed locally, due to DWT. Inverse DWT is 
applied lo the processed real and imaginary parts in the wavelet 
domain. Denoised phase is then obtained by taking the phase 
between the real and imaginary processed parts in the original 
domain. 

Fig. 3 Mount Etna interfiwgrum 

a Original interferometi-ic phase 
b Proccsscd interferometric phase with multilook filter 
c Processed interferometric phase with proposed algorithm 

a b 

Fig. 1 Synthetic interferogrum (coherence equal to 0.4) 

a Original interferometric phase 
b Interferometric phase denoised with proposed algorithm 

Fig. 3 shows detailed images (150 x 150 pixels) of the Mount 
Etna interfcrogram. It is shown that the proposed technique pre- 
serves areas containing only noise, and does not lose fringes of the 
original image. The results shown in Fig. 3 prove that the pro- 
posed technique clearly outperforms the multilook filter, overall in 
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areas containing only noise, and that it almost completely pre- 
serves most of the original resolution. 

Retransmissions 

Data-drivcn 
Timcr-driven 

Total retransmissions 
Throughput 

Concluvions: A new technique for SAR interferometric noise 
reduction, based on the wavelet transform, has been presented. 
The technique is highly robust in the presence of noise, avoiding 
the loss of resolution, while preserving the original fringes. The 
proposed technique provides better results than those obtained 
using a multilook filter. 

Without Snoop With Snoop 
FH FH Snoop 
% Y" Y" 
3.0 1.3 12.5 
10.5 21.4 13.1 
13.5 22.1 25.6 

1.373Kbitis 1 .053Kbit/s 
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Analysis of Snoop TCP protocol in GPRS 
system 

J. Rendon, F. Casadevall, D. Serarols and  J.L. Faner 

The General Packet Radio Service system provides an casy 
adaptation to bursty traffic generated by Internet applications, 
e.g. e-mail, WWW and FTP. These applications usc TCP as the 
transport protocol and therefore good interaction is necessaiy 
bctwecn the TCP and GPRS protocols. The pxfotmance of the 
Snoop TCP protocol in a GPRS network is analysed. 

Introduuctirin: The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is the 
packet switching data service for GSM. It provides an easy adap- 
tation to the bursty traffic generated by Internet applications, e.g. 
e -md,  WWW and FTP. All three of these applications use trans- 
mission control protocol (TCP) as the transport protocol. TCP is 
a protocol initially designed for working in fmed networks such as 
the Internet, where the main problem is congestion. The problems 
in wireless nctworks vary: bursty packet losses, high packet delays 
depending on the wireless network, variable throughput, etc. 
There have been some proposals which enhance the TCP perform- 
ance in wireless networks. One of the most well known is the 
Snoop TCP protocol. 

The Snoop TCP protocol [l] consists of having an agent 
installed at the base station which makes locd retransmissions on 
the wireless paths depending on the type of acknowledgments 
(ACKs) received from the mobile host (MH) and on local timers. 
Snoop hides the TCP sender in the fixed host (FH) from losses in 
the wireless link. When the Snoop agent detects a loss, it retrans- 
mits the lost TCP segment to the MH, waits for the corresponding 
ACK and sends it to the FH before the F H  realises there has been 
a packet loss. Snoop TCP is a protocol which has been proven to 
work well in a wireless LAN environment [2], but its performance 
in a mobile cellular network such as GPRS has not been analysed. 
In this Letter we analyse, with the use of a simulator, the behav- 
iour of the Snoop TCP protocol under realistic conditions in 
GPRS. 

Simulator structure: The GPRS radio link simulation model has 
been created with the event driven simulator Cadence Bones 
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Designer. We simulate the FTP transmission of' a 512Kbytes data 
File from an FTP server attached to the Internet to a mobile host 
connected to the GPRS network. 

We have simulated the behaviour of all the main nodes that 
exist in the GPRS architecture. An FTP scrver, with the corre- 
sponding TCP and IF' layers, models the fixed host. TCP-Reno 
version is assumed. The Internet cloud is modelled by means of a 
loss packet probability and a delay. The dclay is statistically char- 
acterised as a Gaussian random variable. The GPRS backbone is 
characterised as follows: the gateway GPRS support node 
(GGSN) is represented with a router, whereas the serving GPRS 
support node (SGSN) is modelled as a fxed delay that represents 
the node process delay. The SGSN node contains the Snoop 
agent. The GGSN-SGSN and SGSN-BSS (base station subsystem) 
links are also modelled with fmed delays. which take into account 
the limited link capacities, i.e. 2Mbitis and MKbitls, respectively. 

In the radio link, a transmission at the logical link control 
(LLC) layer has been simulated. The LLC layer has becn simu- 
lated operating in unacknowledged mode. The RLCiMAC layer 
has been implemented in detail. The MAC layer uses the slotted 
Aloha access mechanism. A round robin scheduling method with- 
out priorities is assumed. The RLC layer uses a selective-repeat 
ARQ mechanism. In the GPRS radio interface we can vary the 
number of users, the coding scheme, the channel conditions (Cfl), 
the number of PDCHs, the type ol' service of'fered (WWW, FTP 
or e-mail), and the transmission direction (uplinkidownlink). 
Three types of bursty traffic have been considered in the radio 
interface, i.e. e-mail, WWW and FTP. We hwe distributed the 
type of users in the following form: 50% e-mail, 30Yn WWW and 
20% FTP. 

Table I: Comparison of Ulroughput and retransmissions 

r 

simulation time, s 
1415111 

Fig. 1 RTT ( F H j ,  TCP with Snoop 

60 

simulation time, s 1415121 
Fig. 2 R T T  (Snoop agent), TCP with Snoop 
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